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DELHI PUBLIC SCHOOL, RAIPUR 

TERMINAL ASSESMENT- I (2022-23) (MODEL PAPER) 

SUBJECT:ENGLISH   DATE: ____________                   MARKS: 50 

NAME:                               CLASS: I   SEC:       ROLL NO:              MARKS OBTAINED: ______ 

INVIGILATOR‟S SIGN:                     EXAMINER‟S SIGN:               RECHECKER‟S SIGN: _____ 

I. Answer the following questions.                                                                                               (3x2=6)  

1. Where was Seema‟s school bag? 

Ans. ________________________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________________ 

2. Who was Tweety? 

Ans._________________________________________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

3. Why are the family members happy? 

Ans._________________________________________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

II. Frame meaningful sentences with the given words.                                                             (1X3=3)           

1. family      -    ______________________________________________________________________ 

2. hurt         -   ______________________________________________________________________ 

3. naughty  -    ______________________________________________________________________ 

III. Write the synonym of                                                                                                                (1X3=3)                                                                                 

      1. happy   -   _______________________  

      2. dirty      -    _______________________ 

      3. hop       -   _______________________ 

IV. Write the antonym of                                                                                                     (1X3=3)                                                                                       

1. love        x   _________________________ 

2. start      x    _________________________ 

3. fresh      x    _________________________  
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V. Circle the naming words in the given sentences.                                                                   (4X ½ = 2) 

 

1. The baby is playing with her toys. 

2. My brother has a black hat. 

VI. Write the plural form of the given words.                                                                               (4X ½ =2) 

      1. book - ________________                        3. spoon - _________________      

      2. fish - _________________                        4. box - ___________________ 

VII. Write the opposite gender with the help of the words given below.                                   (4 X ½ =2)  

 

man  

uncle  

 tigress 

 queen 

 

VIII. Fill in the blanks with a suitable doing word. Use the words given below.                       (4X½ =2)    

   climb,  teach,  play,  eat,  

 

1. Ron and Bob ______________ in the park every evening. 

2. I _____________ an apple every day. 

3. My teachers _______________ me very well. 

4. The children like to ______________ trees. 

IX. Fill in the blanks with is/am/are.                                                                                              (4X½ =2) 

 

1. Anil ____________ swimming in the pool. 

2. Raju and Bob ___________ friends. 

3. I _____________ an honest person. 

4. Me and my mom _____________ good friends. 

X. Fill in the blanks with  is/am/are/+ing form of the verb given in the bracket.                       (2x1=2) 

 

1. The school bell _________________________ loudly. (ring) 

2. The kites _____________________ high in the sky. (fly) 

 

XI. Fill in the blanks with has/have.                                                                                              (2X1=2) 
 

1. A rabbit ____________long ears. 

2. Bonny and Jerry _____________ blue bicycles. 

tiger,  woman,  king,  aunt 
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XII. Rewrite the sentences using correct punctuation.                                                                (2X1=2) 
 

1.  my sister is a dancer 

_____________________________________________________________________ 

 

2. ravi is a smart boy 

_____________________________________________________________________ 

 

XIII. Fill in the blanks using the correct pronoun given in the bracket.                                    ( 4X1=4) 

 

1. ___________ has piano practice at five o‟clock. ( She / I )  

2. I have a new car. _________ is blue in colour. ( He / It ) 

3. Peter and Sally work at a bakery._____________ love working together. ( They / We )  

4. Rimi is my sister. _____________ sings well. ( I / She ) 

XIV. Read the passage carefully and answer the questions that follow.                                  (1x7=7)     
 

Soma lives with her parents in Dholakpur village. They have a big farm. Soma likes to play with all the 

animals that live on the farm. It is Soma‟s birthday. Father buys Soma a green parrot from a pet shop. 

Soma likes the parrot. She calls him Rio. She keeps him in a blue cage. Soma gives Rio some fruits and 

vegetables to eat. Rio likes to eat green chillies! Soma talks to Rio every day. Rio learns to say, “Hello, 

Soma”. One day, Soma opens the cage and Rio flies out of the cage. Now, Rio lives on the mango tree in 

the farm. Every morning, Rio comes to Soma to eat green chillies. 

 

1. Where does Soma live? 

Ans._________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

2. What does Soma give Rio to eat? 

Ans._________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

3. Why does Rio come every morning to Soma?   

Ans._________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

4. Find the synonym of the word „purchases‟ from the passage.  (Refer line -2) 

Ans.______________________              
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5. Find the antonym of the word „dislikes‟ from the passage. (Refer line -1)                       

Ans.______________________  

6.  Father buys Soma a green ______________ from a pet shop.                                                                                          

7.. Soma likes to play with all the ________________ that live on the farm.         

XV. Look at the picture and complete the sentences with the help of words given below.   (1/2x8=4) 
 

 

This is a picture of a _________________. Two boys are making ___________________. The 

_____________ is shining brightly in the sky. One girl is lying under an __________________ and the 

other is playing in the _________. A book is kept on the ______________. A crab is crawling on the 

_______________. It is a _______________picture. 

XVI. Complete the sentences with the help of words and pictures given below.                   (1/2x8=4) 

5.  

It is a very hot and _________________ day. Sam is going to the __________________

 on his new _________________  . He meets his friends Rocky and Mark. 

Sam, Rocky and Mark like to play hide and seek behind the _______________  . They 

eat  _________________  and have lots of fun. Sam puts on his _______________ .  

Mark plays with his ______________ and Rocky plays with his______________ . 

 

             football,  trees, sunny, ice-creams, bicycle, skates, puppy,  park  

beach, water, umbrella, sand, sun, 

mat, sand castles, wonderful 


